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Foreword
As the Brains on Board project ends its final year, I am happy to share with you this final 
overview of the project, to summarise its objectives and achievements. It has been my 
pleasure to lead the project during its five years. These years have seen a number of 
highlights, such as groundbreaking research papers, and the formation of a successful 
deep tech university spinout. Inevitably the years have also given us some notable 
lowlights, particularly the COVID-19 pandemic which was so disruptive to people’s 
lives, and of the work of the project, for a prolonged period.

Brains on Board set out with a bold and broad ambition, to 
simultaneously conduct basic research into the behaviour of insects and 
how their brains generate that behaviour, and into reverse engineering 
insect brains to design novel artificial brains for robotics and autonomous 
systems, that function much more robustly and efficiently than existing 
approaches. In doing so, advances in both experimental and modelling 
techniques would also be required. We thus set our team a series of 
challenging targets. In reading this report I hope you will agree with my 
assessment, that the hard work and ingenuity of its researchers has made 
substantial progress to realising the original lofty goals of the Brains on 
Board research project.

Choosing highlights from a project of the scale of Brains on Board is 
always challenging; here, alongside the overview of the project, we 
present five highlights, one for each year of the project, that represent 
the breadth and ambition of the work done. I hope you will find reading 
about the Brains on Board project as interesting as it has been to see it 
developing first-hand.

Professor James A. R. Marshall

University of Sheffield
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Introduction
What if we could design an autonomous robot brain with 
the navigational and learning abilities of a honeybee? Such 
a computationally and energy-efficient autonomous system 
would represent a step-change for robotics technology, and is 
precisely what the ‘Brains on Board’ project set out to achieve. 
Autonomous control of mobile robots requires robustness to 
environmental and sensory uncertainty, and the flexibility to 
deal with novel environments and scenarios. Animals solve 
these problems through having flexible brains capable of 
unsupervised pattern detection and learning. Even ‘small’-
brained animals like bees exhibit sophisticated learning and 
navigation abilities using very efficient brains of only up to 1 
million neurons, 100,000 times fewer than in a human brain. 
Crucially, these mini-brains nevertheless support high levels 
of multi-tasking and they are adaptable, within the lifetime of 
an individual, to completely novel scenarios; this is in marked 
contrast to typical engineering solutions.

Funded by EPSRC as a £4.8m, five year 
Programme Grant, the Brains on Board project 
drew together the Universities of Sheffield, 
Sussex and Queen Mary University of London, 
in fusing computational and experimental 
neuroscience, animal behaviour, and robotics in 
order to develop a ground-breaking new class of 
highly efficient ‘brain on board’ robot controllers, 
able to exhibit adaptive behaviour while running 
on very lightweight, low power computing 
hardware.

The Brains on Board project was structured 
around five research projects, distributed across 
the three partner universities, integrating into a 
sixth research project taking the form of a robot 
demonstrator for the developed technology.

RESEARCH PROJECT DESCRIPTION PARTNERS

1 Investigate the neural bases of 

honeybee visual perception and flight 

control, using virtual reality simulators

Sheffield, QMUL

2 Investigate what bees see and how they 

move during exploration and learning, 

using 3d harmonic radar and high speed 

videography

QMUL, Sheffield, Sussex

3 Derive efficient algorithms for 

appearance-based visual learning and 

navigation

Sussex, QMUL

4 Develop and test neural models of 

multi-modal sensory learning and 

action selection

Sussex, Sheffield

5 Build hardware- and model-aware 

neural simulation tools for GPU 

processors

Sussex, Sheffield

6 Build an on-board real-time controller 

for autonomous flying robots

Sheffield, Sussex, QMUL



The University of Sheffield
Sheffield was the lead institution for Brains on Board, having responsibility for 
experimental work with free-flying bees undertaking behavioural experiments, 
tethered bees interacting with virtual reality environments (see Highlight 1) 
and neural recordings from the bee visual system. Leading the final integrative 
Research Project 6, Sheffield also worked on the development of a bespoke 
quadcopter platform suitable for mounting GPU-based brains-on-board 
controllers, including the design and fabrication of a sophisticated new stabilised 
multi-camera system. Other contributions were made in the area of insect-
eye modelling (see Highlight 3), and in commercialisation of Brains on Board 
research via the establishment of Opteran Technologies (see Highlight 4).

The University of Sussex
Sussex was the key informatics project partner alongside The University of 
Sheffield, while also providing critical biological expertise on insect navigation, 
and learning. As well as developing and refining brain-inspired algorithms 
in these areas, Sussex made key contributions in demonstrating the utility 
of GPUs for large-scale neural simulation (see Highlight 2), in developing a 
framework for streamlined integration of brain models with robotic platforms 
(‘BoB Robotics’), and in developing ground-based platforms for proof-of-
principle demonstrations of its navigation algorithms, including integrating 
technology from project spinout Opteran Technologies.

Queen Mary University of London
Queen Mary provided the Brains on Board project with expertise in bee flight 
and learning behaviour, and developed cutting edge technology to track 
free-flying bees in landscape-scale natural environments (see Highlight 5). 
Key contributions included data on bee flight traces from this harmonic radar 
system, which shed light on a number of questions such as what large-scale 
landscape features bees use during navigation, as well as small scale high-
speed video data helping uncover the visual information bees use to control 
their flight behaviour. Further contributions included studies on social transfer 
of learned behaviour between bees, and what simple tricks bees are likely to 
use when apparently doing cognitive tasks such as ‘counting’.

Media Highlights
Coverage of the project and of 
Opteran Technologies:

• ‘Die as a human or live forever as a cyborg’: Will 
robots rule the world? Sydney Morning Herald, July 
19th 2021

• ABC Radio, May 3rd 2021

Coverage of the paper ‘Non-
numerical strategies used 
by bees to solve numerical 
cognition tasks’:

• Bees able to solve maths tests despite not 
understanding numbers, researchers find. The 
Independent, February 17th 2021

• Honeybees can solve maths tests without using 
numbers. The Engineer, February 3rd 2021

• BBC Radio Sheffield, February 17th 2021

Coverage of the paper ‘Larger 
GPU-accelerated brain 
simulations with procedural 
connectivity’:

• Video game graphics cards can simulate monkey 
brains on the cheap. New Scientist, February 1st 
2021

• Researchers run monkey brain simulation usually 
restricted to supercomputers on commercial PCs. 
iNews, February 2nd 2021

• Video games were ‘Eureka!’ moment that helped 
boffins simulate neural activity on a single 
commodity GPU. The Register, February 3rd 2021

Coverage of the project’s 
attendance at the UKRI 
VIP Reception at the AAAS 
Meeting, Seattle:

• Scientists look to bees to develop drone technology. 
The Financial Times, February 16th 2020

• Bees help drones to find their bearings. The Times, 
February 17th 2020

• Bees are being mapped to help develop driverless 
cars and drones by scientists gluing tiny antennas to 
their heads. The Telegraph, February 17th 2020

• Tiny antennae that record how bees navigate 
between flowers may help perfect steering systems 
for driverless cars and drones, scientists reveal. The 
Daily Mail, February 17th 2020

• Sky News, February 18th 2020

Coverage of the project:

• Jimmy’s Big Bee Rescue, Channel 4, September 5th 
2020

• The One Show, BBC, March 6th 2020

• RAI 2, November 4th 2018

• Reuters, June 5th 2018

• CBC News, April 10th 2018

• BBC World Service, February 8th 2018
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HIGHLIGHT 1 

Bees in VR
The study of animal navigation behaviour in virtual reality 
brings a number of advantages; behaviour can be tracked 
in greater detail, manipulations of the world to test 
navigation models, such as teleportation, can be done in 
a way that cannot in the real world, and neural recording 
from navigating animals becomes much more feasible. 
Accordingly, the Brains on Board project developed an 
advanced VR projection system for walking bees, and a plan 
to move this towards a flight simulator environment.

Subjects for the VR apparatus are taken from a lab 
colony, and have access to a physical analogue of the VR 
environment for exploration and familiarisation. Movable 
physical landmarks corresponding to those used in VR 
enable bees to localise rewarding sucrose solution, or 
punishing heat, in order to learn the desired task - this can 
then be tested in VR.

Physical arena for subjects to explore  
before going into VR

Image credit: The University of Sheffield

Bee subject in VR 
arena  

Image credit: The 
University of Sheffield

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HIGHLIGHT 2 

Supercomputer-
beating neural 
simulation
Much of the recent deep learning revolution was 
enabled by faster simulations, in particular using 
Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) as general purpose 
accelerator hardware for simulating artificial neural 
networks.

Though it is an obvious idea to do the same with 
biologically more plausible spiking neural networks 
(SNNs), developers of existing SNN simulators have 
struggled to add GPU accelerator support. During 
Brains on Board we further developed the GeNN 
software that optimizes and deploys spiking neural 
network models for GPU accelerators. 

We were able to show that a cortical microcircuit 
benchmark model runs as fast on a single GPU as 
on the fastest classical HPC configuration and faster 
than on the SpiNNaker neuromorphic supercomputer. 
Subsequently, we extended the capabilities of GeNN 
to also support even larger models by just-in-time 
connectivity generation, and ran the so-called multi-
area model with 4 million neurons and 24 billion 
synapses on a single GPU - something previously only 
possible on large supercomputers.

GeNN models can be deployed on a wide range of 
systems from supercomputers to embedded systems. 
The embedded systems support can underpin live 
robotics, allowing us to emulate bio-inspired brains-on-
board algorithms in real time and in the real world.

 
HIGHLIGHT 3 

Insect-eye 
rendering
Have you ever wondered what an ant sees? Or perhaps 
pondered the sights a bumble bee experiences as it 
weaves its way around towering buildings? Or maybe 
you have found yourself quoting the ubiquitous phrase 
“to be a fly on the wall”. It is easy to imagine that an 
insect sees the world much as we do, but just somehow 
smaller.

However, in reality insects see a vastly different world 
to us, and yet insects can understand this information 
with ease using brains smaller than a grain of rice. To do 
this they use a myriad of tricks - for instance, did you 
know that it can actually be easier to work out where 
you are when you look at something through a blurry 
lens as opposed to a super-high definition image? As 
scientists, we want to understand these tricks so that 
we can use them in our own autonomous robots. To 
do this we built an open-source computer graphics 
program that uses state-of-the-art raytracing hardware 
to accurately re-create the view from any compound 
eye imaginable, allowing us to search through 
thousands of eye designs to find out what makes them 
tick. The things we learn can then help us design better, 
more efficient robotic vision systems, as well as forward 
our understanding of one of the most successful groups 
of animals on the planet.

A 3d reconstruction of the field site where we track real 
bees (see Highlight 5) enables us to reproduce insect-eye 
views of what they see during flight.

Image credit: University of Sheffield

A Titan RTX GPU card; Brains on Board research showed 
how one of these could equal the performance of 8 custom 
neuromorphic processor boards from a dedicated brain 
simulation supercomputer.

Image credit: NVidia



HIGHLIGHT 4 

Commercial impact
The Brains on Board impact plan included the proposal to establish a spinout from project 
research. In March 2020 this was successfully realised, with the spinout of Opteran 
Technologies Ltd from the University of Sheffield, co-founded by team members James 
Marshall and Alex Cope, complemented with the recruitment of CEO David Rajan. Opteran 
closed over £2m of seed funding in November 2020, led by IQ Capital, alongside Seraphim, 
Episode 1 and Join. At eighteen employees already, including a number of former project 
members, Opteran is on a steep growth trajectory, showing how human-engineered 
approaches to autonomy will be outperformed by reverse-engineering natural brains.

The ‘Green Hornet’ drone flies fully autonomously under the control of 
the Opteran Development Kit, which deploys algorithms initially derived 
during the Brains on Board project.
Image credit: UKRI

An example of a bee’s long-distance flight path, captured 
with harmonic radar tracking technology.
Image credit: Queen Mary University of London

Bees face a daunting navigational challenge, which has 
much in common with the challenges facing humans 
and robots: to explore an unpredictable landscape, 
discover and learn the locations of places of interest 
- such as the nest, food sources, etc - and devise 
efficient, robust ways to move between them. Learning 
how and where bees move helps us understand the 
strategies they use to meet these challenges with only a 
tiny brain - but keeping track of small insects over large 
distances poses quite a challenge to us.

We have recently developed a new type of harmonic 
radar, which tracks movement in three, not just two 
dimensions. We use our harmonic radar to track bee 
flight at a landscape scale. The radar scans through 
360° every three seconds, emitting a powerful radio 
signal. A lightweight transponder attached to the bee 
emits a response signal allowing us to pinpoint its 
location.

We tracked bumblebees as they explored the landscape 
on their first ever flights, then challenged them to 
find their way home from an unfamiliar location. 
Examination of 3D flight paths will allow us to look at 
how they learn what their nest looks like from different 
heights and how that affects their homing ability (see 
Highlight 3).

 

HIGHLIGHT 5 

Bee tracking

A bee with harmonic radar tag attached.
Image credit: Queen Mary University of London
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Open Source Software
The Brains on Board project has developed, or contributed to, a number of open-source projects. Highlights 
include:

• BoB Robotics: provides code for interfacing with various robot platforms and other associated 
hardware, as well as code for running simulations and visualising data (https://brainsonboard.github.io/
bob_robotics/)

• Compound Ray: cutting edge ray-tracing technology to accurately recreate the visual perspective of 
different insect eyes at unprecedented speed (https://github.com/BrainsOnBoard/compound-ray)

• GeNN: GPU-enhanced Neuronal Network simulation environment based on code generation for 
Nvidia CUDA (http://genn-team.github.io/genn/)

• SpineML / SpineCreator: modelling language and graphical tool for neural modelling; code generates to 
a variety of platforms including GeNN (http://spineml.github.io)

Data Availability Statement
• Metadata describing data collected by the Brains on Board project were logged at DataCite, with open 

access datasets being published via FigShare 

Cover image: BeeBot v2, designed to carry an NVidia Jetson mobile GPU and bespoke panoramic camera 
system reproducing insect vision.
Cover image credit: AMRC

EyeBoard designed to stabilise an integrated view from 
six cameras, built around project partner Intel Movius’ 
Myriad X platform; IP assigned to project spinout Opteran 
Technologies.
Image credit: University of Sheffield
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